
1. Reviewing exercise 2
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Features of 3-point answer
HTA Is about making task structure visible (including 
2-3 levels of hierarchy)

2

This one does not 
reveal hierarchy



Features of 3-point answer
HTA Is about making task structure visible (including 
2-3 levels of hierarchy)
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This is not necessarily 
helping us to see 
hierarchy, since the task 
is the same.

1. Select photo

1.1 Tap photo

1. Tap to select 
photo

This is better



Features of 3-point answer
HTA is about making task structure visible, and its hierarchy
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1. 

1.1

1.2  

1. 

1.1 1.2 

It is easier to 
see hierarchy  
in this one



Features of 3-point answer
Using a standard 
HTA notation
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First its best to master the standard, 
then experiment with alternative notations.



Features of 3-point answer

HTA made task structure sufficiently visible and included 
2-3 levels of hierarchy

(Included the option to share multiple images)

Correct annotation was used throughout the diagrams

Elaborated comparison, on all three things we asked for (ie. speed, 
vulnerability, simplicity, explaining reasoning for your assessment). 
Analysis presented in sentence/paragraph form.

Precise language for tasks (instead of saying filling information say 
compose email)
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Other notes

Please make sure your images and writing is clear, and 
not hard to read!
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Interface design I:
Design heuristics and prototyping

Lecture 3, Human-Computer Interaction
CS-C3120, Autumn 2019, Periods I + II
Aqdas Malik



In this lecture, you’ll learn about

� Design heuristics:
� Origins
� Process
� Significance and limitations
� Notable ones

� Prototyping:
� Benefits
� Fidelities
� Tools
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Design / usability heuristics
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Do not frustrate users



Why evaluate UI?

� Avoid frustration and ensure satisfying use
� Difficult to know how good a UI is
� First-hand information about how UI is perceived and 
used
� New knowledge from (almost) real users
� Overcome blinders/false assumptions of developers



Methods for evaluating usability

� Heuristic evaluation
� Cognitive walkthrough
� Pluralistic walkthrough
� Standard inspections
� Consistency inspections
� Feature inspections
� Usability testing
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Heuristic Evaluation
(expert evaluation, expert reviews, usability inspection, discount 
usability engineering)

� Standard guidelines/principles for evaluating design
� Derived from research and practice
� Multiple variations
� Can be used throughout the design process
� Can be carried out without users
� Can be adjusted according to the needs



Where do heuristics come from

� Concepts derived from psychology
� Gestalt principles, affordances
� Memory, perception, and learning
� Mental models and expertise
� Motivation and emotion

� Task analysis and design
� Task design
� Human factors and safety

� Conventions and standards
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Gestalt principles

� Set of laws developed in 1920’s that describe how 
humans typically perceive different objects through 
recognizing patterns, grouping similar elements, and 
simplifying complex images

� Widely used as design standards in digital design



Gestalt principles in UI design

Similarity

Even space distribution
An icon with text
Size of icon and text

Enclosure

Continuity

Dots arranged to represent a path

Enclosures for grouping interfaces



Affordances

“The affordances of the environment are what it offers 
the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for 
good or ill”
Gibson, 1979



Affordances in UI design

� Property of an object that prompts user to perform a 
certain action

� Relationship between an object and humans
� Clues/indicators/hints - how and what to do
� Features afford a certain UX

Send

Poor 
perceived 
affordance 
of pressing

Good 
perceived 
affordance 
of pressing

Send



Good source for more information



Advantages of Design Heuristics

� Easy, quick, and cheap
� No involvement of end-users
� Early detection of basic and obvious issues (& major too)
� Feedback throughout the design process
� Can be carried out without a usability professional



15

UI designed 
without 
critical 

thinking

UI with 
heuristics kept 
in mind during 

design

UI after a 
heuristic 

evaluation*

UI after a 
usability 

evaluation with 
users

Number of 
usability 
errors

* Expert-based evaluation of an UI without users against usability heuristics



Heuristic evaluation process

� Pre-evaluation training (domain knowledge, information on 
scenarios)
� Evaluation 

3-5 evaluators (independently)
Outside the design team
Judge and scrutinize the UI conformance with heuristics
Low fidelity prototypes as well as full-blown UI

� Severity rating (determine how severe each problem is)
� Aggregate evaluations
� Debrief (walkthrough with the design team)



Notable Heuristics

� Nielsen’s 10 Usability Heuristics
� Shneiderman’s 8 Golden Rules
� Norman’s Seven Principles
� Tog’s 16 Principles



#1. Match the Real World 

System should speak the users’ language, with words, 
phrases and concepts familiar to the user (real-world 
conventions), rather than system-oriented terms

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/



#2. Consistency and Standards

Users should not have to wonder whether different words, 
situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow platform 
conventions

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/



#3. Help and Documentation

Help should be searchable, focused on user’s task, 
concrete and short

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/



#4. User Control and Freedom

Provide “emergency exit” without having to go through 
extended dialogue

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/



#5. Visibility of System Status

Keep users informed 
about what is going 
on, through 
appropriate feedback 
within reasonable time

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/



#6. Flexibility and efficiency of use

Accelerators – unseen by 
the novice user – may 
often speed up the 
interaction for the expert 
user such that the 
system can cater to both 
inexperienced and 
experienced users. Allow 
users to tailor frequent 
actions

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/



#7. Error Prevention

Preventing errors is better than good error message

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/



#8. Recognition rather than recall

Minimize user’s memory load by making objects, actions, 
and options visible

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/



#9. Help users recognize, diagnose, and 
recover from errors
Error messages in plain language (no codes), precise, and 
constructive 

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/



#10. Aesthetic and Minimalist Design

Dialogues should not contain information which is 
irrelevant or rarely needed

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/



Norman’s seven principles

� Use both knowledge in the world and in the head
� Simplify the structure of tasks
� Make things visible
� Get the mappings right
� Exploit the power of constraints
� Design for error
� When all else fails: Standardize!
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“Seven principles for transforming difficult tasks into simple ones”; 
Norman (1988). The psychology of everyday things.



Shneiderman’s 8 Golden Rules

� Strive for consistency
� Enable frequent users to use shortcuts
� Offer informative feedback
� Design dialog to yield closure
� Offer simple error handling
� Permit easy reversal of actions
� Support internal locus of control
� Reduce short-term memory load

”Eight golden rules”; Shneiderman (1988). Designing the user interface. 



Pair exercise 10 min

� Apply one set of heuristics to weather.com homepage

� Whether any of the heuristics are violated?
� How UI can be improved? 
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Use both knowledge in the world and in the 
head

Simplify the structure of tasks

Make things visible

Get the mappings right

Exploit the power of constraints

Design for error

When all else fails: Standardize!

Visibility of system status
Match between system and the real world
User control and freedom
Consistency and standards
Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover 
from errors
Error prevention
Recognition rather than recall
Flexibility and efficiency of use
Aesthetic and minimalist design
Help and documentation

Strive for consistency
Enable frequent users to use shortcuts
Offer informative feedback
Design dialog to yield closure
Offer simple error handling
Permit easy reversal of actions
Support internal locus of control
Reduce short-term memory load



Limitations

� Varied opinions across different evaluators
� Fair number of problems might go undetected
� Heuristics do not encompass all the possible systems
� Domain knowledge might be required to evaluate
� Overlapping heuristics
� Do not provide detailed design guidelines



Prototyping

Chapter 8 (Envisionment)

Lim et al. (2008). ACM Transactions on Computer-
Human Interaction, Vol. 15, No. 2, Article 7. 
https://doi.org/10.1145/1375761.1375762
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https://doi.org/10.1145/1375761.1375762


Which ones of these are prototypes?

34

Physical mockup +
paper prototype

Physical mockup +
paper prototype

Visualization of a 
parametric model

Functional 
prototype

“Wizard of Oz” 
prototype

https://hcde498processlog.wordpress.com/2015/05/11/wizar
d-of-oz-a-pen-that-corrects-you-when-you-write-off-line/

Interaction tech 
prototype

https://hcde498processlog.wordpress.com/2015/05/11/wizard-of-oz-a-pen-that-corrects-you-when-you-write-off-line/


What is prototyping?

� A process of generating preliminary versions of a 
software (or any product) with an aim to ideate further, 
gather data from target users, and test its functionality.

� In UCD framework, prototyping is one of the integral tool 
used for learning as well as evaluating the design and 
performance.

� Goal is to build a software that is intuitive and easy to 
use.
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Why prototype?

� Detect flaws and failures faster and early
� Identify wrong assumptions and oversights about user 

needs
� More insights about the context of use
� Enhanced communication among stakeholders
� Support in assessing and choosing among alternatives
� Reduced development costs and time
� Evaluate internally and with users
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Prototyping fidelity

Concept design
Content
Interactivity

Low fidelity
Medium fidelity
High fidelity
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Stages of prototype development

38https://www.alphalogicinc.com/blog/sketch-vs-wireframe-vs-mockup-vs-prototype/

Low fidelity Medium fidelity High fidelity



Low fidelity prototyping

� Aims to gather basic and initial requirements
� Focuses on users, context of use, flow of events
� Used within interviews, focus groups, design workshops
� Communicate and generate ideas among team
� Proof of concept
� Sticky notes, wireframes, paper prototypes/sketches, 

Powerpoint, Pencil project, Balsamiq
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Low fidelity prototyping - Advantages

� Fastest way for visualizing concepts
� Can be applied to any type of software/device
� Rapid experimentation
� Quick initial feedback from users
� Supports in clarifying the user needs and requirements
� Useful in detecting usability issues early very early
� Communication channel between users and designers
� Anyone can do it
� Minimal resources and effort

40



Low fidelity prototyping - Limitations

� Requires effort and imagination from users
� Hard to convey complex operations
� Lacks interactivity, feeling, experience
� Testing uncertainty

41



Balsamiq

� Low fidelity
� Rapid wireframing
� Digital paper sketching tool
� Focus on structure and content
� UI components, icons, drag & 

drop, resize
� Limited interactivity
� Windows, Mac, Cloud
� 30 days free trial
www.balsamiq.com
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DEMO 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=11LK7

QSTaAU

http://www.balsamiq.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=11LK7QSTaAU


Pencil project

� Open source
� Low fidelity prototyping
� Mockups and wireframes
� Easy to use
� Wide selection of stencils for 

Android, iOS
� Some issues with download
� Limited customer 

support/training
� Free
https://pencil.evolus.vn/
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https://pencil.evolus.vn/


High fidelity prototyping

� Visualizes the user requirements in detail
� Users can interact with dialogs, enter data, navigate 

between screens, view transitions etc.
� Pretty close to real-life behavior with the intended 

system 
� Detect critical usability issues related to interactivity
� Support in enhancing the overall UX
� Feed to the UI specification
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High fidelity prototyping - Advantages

� More natural behavior and realistic feedback from users
� Specific UI elements and interactions can be evaluated
� Clear idea and easy buy-in from stakeholders and 

clients
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High fidelity prototyping - Limitations

� Costs
� Resources
� One or two design alternatives
� Learning curve

46



Invision

� Highly popular prototyping tool
� Collaborative
� Export static screens
� Transform to clickable 

prototypes through animations, 
transitions, and gestures

� Web-based
� Free license for Aalto
� Validation code: 56-73-13-19
www.invasionapp.com/education-
signup

DEMO
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=0qisGSwZym4
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http://www.invasionapp.com/education-signup
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0qisGSwZym4


Keynotopia

� Mockups and interactive 
prototypes in Powerpoint or 
Keynote

� Numerous UI design templates
� iOS, Android, Web, Blackberry, 

Windows
� No support for gestures (e.g. 

swiping, pinching)
� Cost: $39 - $149
www.keynotopia.com
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http://www.keynotopia.com/


Marvel

� Design and prototyping
� Collaboration
� Web-based
� Very easy to use
� Exports from Sketch and 

Photoshop
� Support for gestures and 

transitions
� Web, iOS, Android, Apple 

watch
� Price: Free - $84/month
www.marvelapp.com
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http://www.marvelapp.com/


Figma

� Web-based (offline desktop 
version)

� Very similar to Sketch
� Real-time design collaboration
� Team library
� Steep learning curve
� Price: Free - $45/user/month
www.figma.com

50https://medium.com/@mengto/figma-vs-sketch-c01e5e74eddd

http://www.figma.com/


Adobe XD

� Similarity and integration with 
Photoshop and Illustrator

� Lightweight
� Single app or part of Adobe 

creative cloud
� New features constantly added
� Price: Free - $9.99/month
https://www.adobe.com/products/x
d.html
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https://www.adobe.com/products/xd.html


Assess and compare prototyping tools

https://www.prototypr.io/prototyping-tools/

http://www.prototypingtools.co/

https://www.cooper.com/prototyping-tools

https://uxtools.co/tools/design
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https://www.prototypr.io/prototyping-tools/
http://www.prototypingtools.co/
https://www.cooper.com/prototyping-tools
https://uxtools.co/tools/design
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Paper prototyping in action



Questions & discussion
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Next lecture (#4):

Tuesday, 1 October 14–16:
Interface design 2: Computational design methods

By Antti Oulasvirta, Aalto ELEC User Interfaces group

Welcome!
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